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Book Talk
Choose a reading book from
home and read the first two
pages aloud. Stop after the
second page. Complete the
sentence starters in the task.

Biography
Research task using ICT. Find key
facts and information to develop a
biography about someone’s life.

1. Fluent in five calculations of
the day.

Book Talk
Choose a reading book from
home and read the first two
pages aloud. Stop after the
second page. Complete the
sentence starters in the task.

Biography
Use a suitable title and subheading
for your first paragraph.
Use a series of openers and
conjunctions to write your first
paragraph.

1. Fluent in five calculations of the
day.

Cracking Comprehension
Read the text and highlight any
key words or phrases.
Answer the questions using
evidence.

Biography
Continue top write up your
biography using subheadings,
openers, conjunctions, vocabulary
and key facts.

1. Fluent in five calculations of the
day.

Cracking Comprehension
Read the text and highlight any
key words or phrases.
Answer the questions using
evidence.

Biography
Finish and proof read your
biography for completion.
Edit and improve, checking for
spellings, punctuation, openers,
conjunctions and vocabulary.

World Poetry Day
Work celebrating the artform of
poetry.

World Poetry Day
Work celebrating the artform of
poetry.

2. Maths lesson:

Today we are learning about
improper fractions.

2. Maths lesson:

Today we are learning about
conversion of fractions.

2. Maths lesson:

Today we are learning about
conversion of fractions.

1. Fluent in five calculations of the
day.
2. Maths lesson:

Today we are learning about
adding and subtracting
fractions.

1. Fluent in five calculations of
the day.
2. Maths lesson:

Today we are learning to
find fractions of a set.

Monday
Reading
Choose a reading book from home and read the first two pages aloud. Stop after the second page. Complete
the sentence starters in the task.

Noticing
Complete the following sentence
starters:
1. Successful aspects in the text
help us to visualise…
2. This illustration of …. evokes a
positive/negative intent.
3. This is made clear through the
words, “………”

Interrogating: Facts/Opinions

Consider deeper messages

Complete the following sentence
starters:
1. A fact in the story is… but an
opinion is…
2. This text evokes a
positive/negative intent because…
3. his is made clear through the
words, “………”

Complete the following sentence
starters:
1. This non-fiction text conveys a
message about…
2. The text evokes a
positive/negative intent
because…
3. This is made clear through the
words, “………”

Writing
Grammar starter – determiners
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdv59REiNZQ
When do we use a/an in front of a noun? What are the rules?
Determiners introduce a noun. They can also appear in front of adjectives if you’re using them before a noun,
for example: a dog… an ancient ruin.
‘A’ and ‘an’ are examples of articles, a type of determiner.
Use the correct determiner for each noun
___ chair

____ insect

____ hospital

____ umbrella

___ army

____ crystal

____ animal

____ city

Task:
Research task using ICT.
Research task:
Who will you write a biography about? It needs to be someone incredibly famous, otherwise, you will struggle
to find enough information. Believe me – so may people have struggled in the past when they haven’t chosen
an extremely famous person who everyone knows!
Examples include:
- the Queen,
- Alan Shearer,
- Roald Dahl,
- J.K Rowling,
- Florence Nightingale,
- Neil Armstrong,
- William Shakespeare…
We need to gain facts and knowledge in order to write the following paragraphs:
Who is _______________?
Early Life
Major Achievements
Lasting Legacy
Using ICT, collect key words and phrases in order to write your own biography.

Maths
Calculations of the day:

Today we are learning about improper fractions.

Tuesday
Reading
Choose a reading book from home and read the first two pages aloud. Stop after the second page. Complete
the sentence starters in the task.

Tasting
Complete the following sentence
starters:
1. Taste is significant/not
significant in this text because…
2. This illustration of …. evokes a
positive/negative intent.
3. This is made clear through the
words, “………”

Impact
Complete the following sentence
starters:
1. The section __________does
little to impact on/change the
reader’s point of view about ….
2. This text evokes a
positive/negative intent because…
3. his is made clear through the
words, “………”

Your personal opinion
Complete the following sentence
starters:
1. The strengths of this text are: …
2. The text evokes a
positive/negative intent
because…
3. This is made clear through the
words, “………”

Writing
Grammar starter – Adverbials
How can we change the position of the underlined words? Which punctuation mark will we need to use?
Becky went to the dentist after school.
After school, Becky went to the dentist.
Complete the rest:
I love a bath on a night time.
I brush my hair each morning.
The stars shine brightly in the sky.
I went to the cinema on Wednesday.
The sun is setting in the distance.
Task:
Today we need to write the title and first two paragraphs of our biographies.
Use a range of features, including:
To signal time and sequence: She/He was born in..., She/He grew up with..., It was a time when..., At
first..., After this..., Eventually..., Later in life..., He became... Furthermore, In addition…Once.. Until the
age of…This was when…Years later…In their early years, At school, When they were…
Opinion: He/She is regarded by many to be..., It could be argued , Some believe...
Contrast and comparison: However..., Despite this..., Also..., This may seem...,
Conclusion and summary: It is thanks to..., The fact that..., Even today...
Conjunctions: consequently, therefore, however, despite, although, yet, because...
Relative clauses: Greta (who had a passion for environmental issues) wanted to make a difference.
Vocabulary: passion, enthusiasm, dedicated, talent, overcame, pioneered, invented, famous, inspired,
influenced…

Maths
Calculations of the Day

Today we are learning about conversion of fractions.

Wednesday
Reading
Read the text and highlight key words and phrases. Discuss any unknown words and what they mean.
Answer the questions based on the text. Make sure you give enough evidence where needed.
Model
1. Find a line from the poem that suggests that the dragon is not at
home in the woodshed.

1 mark

Trawling for
evidence

2. Choose which of the following are true and which are false to show
things we are told about the dragon in the text.

2
marks

Trawling for
evidence

3. What is the poet’s feeling about the dragon? Use words from the
poem in your answer.
Inferring /
deducing

2
marks

Wednesday
Writing
Grammar starter – Conjunctions
Which two conjunctions can be used in both sentences?
despite yet
until
since
because
even though
Mark struggles in art _____________ he practices daily.
_____________ she ran fast, she didn’t achieve first place in the race.
Task
Today we need to write the final paragraphs of our biographies.
Use a range of features, including:
To signal time and sequence: She/He was born in..., She/He grew up with..., It was a time when..., At first...,
After this..., Eventually..., Later in life..., He became... Furthermore, In addition…Once.. Until the age of…This
was when…Years later…In their early years, At school, When they were…
Opinion: He/She is regarded by many to be..., It could be argued , Some believe...
Contrast and comparison: However..., Despite this..., Also..., This may seem...,
Conclusion and summary: It is thanks to..., The fact that..., Even today...
Conjunctions: consequently, therefore, however, despite, although, yet, because...
Relative clauses: Greta (who had a passion for environmental issues) wanted to make a difference.
Vocabulary: passion, enthusiasm, dedicated, talent, overcame, pioneered, invented, famous, inspired,
influenced…

Maths
Calculations of the Day

Today we are learning about conversion of fractions.

Thursday
Reading
Reread the text and highlight any more key words and phrases. Discuss any unknown words and what they
mean. Answer the questions based on the text. Pay attention to the mark scheme and make sure you give
enough evidence to gain full marks.
Independent

The Spirit of Place by Richard Brown
1. Do you think the island sounded welcoming at the beginning
of the poem?
Yes/No
Explain your answer using ideas from the poem

Inferring
/
deducing

2.
What are the first words in the poem that warn us we
should fear the creature?

2 marks

1 mark

Language

Themes

Verse
1
2
3
4

3.
Complete the table to show the main idea of each
verse.
Idea

3 marks

Thursday
Writing
Grammar starter – pronouns
Pronouns take the place of nouns, for example: he, she, they, it…

Circle the pronouns:

Write the correct pronoun:

Task:
Complete and edit and improve.
Use this day for any incomplete biographies to be completed. Ensure a range of language features are used,
including:
To signal time and sequence: She/He was born in..., She/He grew up with..., It was a time when..., At first...,
After this..., Eventually..., Later in life..., He became... Furthermore, In addition…Once.. Until the age of…This
was when…Years later…In their early years, At school, When they were…
Opinion: He/She is regarded by many to be..., It could be argued , Some believe...
Contrast and comparison: However..., Despite this..., Also..., This may seem...,

Conclusion and summary: It is thanks to..., The fact that..., Even today...
Conjunctions: consequently, therefore, however, despite, although, yet, because...
Relative clauses: Greta (who had a passion for environmental issues) wanted to make a difference.
Vocabulary: passion, enthusiasm, dedicated, talent, overcame, pioneered, invented, famous, inspired,
influenced…
When finished, children must edit and improve their piece, check for the following:
- spelling corrections,
- grammar,
- punctuation,
- strong vocabulary choices.
- a range of openers and conjunctions,
- examples of relative clauses.

Maths
Calculations of the day:

Today we are learning about adding and subtracting fractions.

Friday
Reading
Read poems and explore haiku poetry as part of World Poetry Day:

Writing
World Poetry Day.
•
•
•

Watch the PPT introducing World Poetry Day.
Discuss what a haiku poem is. Complete the reading activity discussing main features of the poems,
why the author has chosen certain words and the affect on the reader.
Begin to draft our own spring haiku poems.

Let’s collect words to do with spring: flowers, weather, colours, smells, sounds, animals…
Let’s collect similes, e.g: Golden like the sun, Like ladies’ bonnets…
Let’s collect metaphors, e.g: about flowers/leaves: tiny dancing jewels, a twisting ballerina, bursting fireworks,
snowdrops bow their heads, white snowdrops curtsy, sun-ray daffodils…
Let’s collect personification: Soft winds whisper welcome, Flowers dance elegantly…
Alliteration: blooming buds, mesmerising marigolds, dancing daffodils, twirling tulips, scorching sunshine,
whispering winds, soft sunbeams beckon…
Using the syllable count 5, 7, 5, children draft 3 spring-themed haikus, ready to be published.
Choose a favourite and edit and improve until they use the best words to create imagery.
Once complete, write their poem on a paper plate.
Decorate around the plate with paper flowers to look like a wreath.

Maths
Calculations of the day:

Today we are learning to find fractions of a set.

Other activities
Week commencing: 22.03.21

Year group: 5

Teacher: EK/RW

Religious Education
Teaching points
After Jesus was arrested, he was taken to the High Priest’s house for questioning, he was insulted and badly
treated. They handed him over to the Roman governor Pontius Pilate. Read Mark’s account of his trial below.
Notice that Jesus makes no attempt to explain himself. He accepts his fate, knowing it will lead to his death. He is
ready to make this sacrifice. After his struggle in the Garden of Gethsemane he has accepted God’s will.
Q How does Pontius Pilate try to find the truth about Jesus?

Q
Q
Q
Q

Why does Pontius Pilate call Jesus the King of the Jews?

Q

What do we learn about Jesus from his attitude at his trial?

Why do you think Jesus does not answer him?
Why do you think the crowd shouted for Barabbas to be released and for Jesus to be crucified?
Do you think this is the same crowd who greeted Jesus on his entry into Jerusalem, if so, why have they
changed their minds?

Read two Gospel accounts of the Crucifixion, Luke 23: 26-43 The Thieves and Mark 15: 21-41 The death of Jesus. In
Luke’s Gospel we hear Jesus speaking words of forgiveness as he is dying on the cross. Jesus asks His Father to
forgive those who are crucifying him. One of the thieves said, “Please remember me, don’t ever forget me.” He
forgives the repentant thief, by saying, “I will remember you today and you will be with me always.”
Q What do Jesus’ words from the Cross tell us about him?

Q
Q
Q
Q
Q

How does Jesus’ death help us to understand his humanity?
Why do you think the repentant thief asks to be remembered?
What do you think he must have believed about Jesus?
What does the centurion mean when he called Jesus ‘the Son of God’ and why do you think he said this?
What do you think Mary and the women felt?
Activities

Task:
1. Draw a picture of Jesus being nailed to the cross or Jesus dying on the cross.
2. Describe underneath:
•

What is happening

•

Why Jesus sacrificed his life

•

Make links to the scripture used in this lesson: Luke 23: 26-43 The Thieves and Mark 15: 21-41
The death of Jesus.

Resources
Pages attached
Paper and pen.

Science
Activities
Materials have many different uses and some materials have been used by humans for thousands of years.
Look at the information below about the invention of:
• Post-it notes
• Wrinkle-free cotton
• Polar fleece
• Gore-tex
Key Vocabulary:

Spencer Silver
Post-it notes
Ruth Benerito
Wrinkle-free cotton
Malden Mills
Polar Fleece
Wilbert and Robert Gore
Gore-Tex
Type of enquiry:

Research using secondary sources
Activity
Complete the fact file for each of the materials and their uses.

History/Geography/Art
Teaching points
Hook - See clip of deforestation on news on PPT. Go through PPT on facts about deforestation. Chn can make
notes in jotters.

Activities
Task: Chn to write a factual news report about the Amazon rainforest and the impact of deforestation.
Ensure they use newspaper features such as facts and opinions, including eye-witness statements.
Model task and then children use jotters, model and information sheet to help them.

Resources
PPT
Fact file
Newspaper template

SPELLING
Week commencing: 22.03.21

Year group: 5

Class: 5K/5W

Spelling rule this week: words ending in -able

Monday
Teaching
Read the information below all about your new spelling rule. Complete the dots and dashes task.

Activity

Read Write Inc. Spelling 5
Unit 3: Words ending in -able
President Alpha

Welcome, Earthlings! You are about to enter the Spelling Zone.
Our Star Speller for today is… Gamma!

Gamma

Phew – hello again. I’ve just finished playing an astronomically amazing
game of zoneball. I’m captain of the Asteroids team and we won by a
considerable number of goals. The Meteorite team were quite
miserable in the changing pods afterwards, but that’s understandable
I suppose. We are now top of the Intergalactic League, which is an
enviable position to be in.
I wonder if you noticed how many words ending in -a-b-l-e, uble, I used
there? Let’s have a look at them...
Here they are:
considerable

miserable

understandable

enviable

They all end in the suffix -able.
You can’t really hear the a when we say the suffix -able in these words
– it sounds like ubble to rhyme with trouble.
Let’s do My turn/Your turn to say them – repeat them after me.
considerable
miserable
understandable
enviable
We can add -able to some root words without making any changes to
them:
consider + able = considerable
understand + able = understandable

Words that end in e or y are a bit trickier. Let’s say our short suffix jingle
together.
Swap, double or drop?
Ready? Go!
Well, sometimes we drop the final e before adding -able:
adore + able = adorable
And sometimes, if a word ends in a consonant + y, we swap the y for
an i before adding -able:
envy + able = enviable
Miserable is an unusual word, because we drop the y from misery
when we add -able:
misery + able = miserable
Let’s do some word building with root words that don’t change when we
add -able.
root word
enjoy
understand
break
comfort
change
notice

adjective
enjoyable
understandable
breakable
comfortable
changeable
noticeable

Now let’s build some words with root words that do change when we
add -able:
root word
misery
envy
rely
adore
believe

adjective
miserable
enviable
reliable
adorable
believable

Well, I’m off now. I need to pick a reliable team for our next zoneball
match. I’m hoping the Asteroids will have a comfortable win in the next
round against the Comets. Watch this space! Goodbye.

President Alpha

You are about to leave the Spelling Zone. Take your new spelling
knowledge with you. Goodbye, Earthlings…

Spelling rule this week: words ending in -able

Tuesday
Teaching
Re-read the information about your spelling rule this week.
A root word is a basic word with no prefix or suffix added to it (a prefix is a string of letters that go at the
start of a word; a suffix is a string of letters that go at the end of a word). Look at the table below and
write in the root word or prefix + root word for each of the words listed.
Activity

Spelling rule this week: words ending in -able

Wednesday
Teaching
Re-read the information about your spelling rule this week.
Read each sentence below and find the correct word that fits into the gap. Read all the sentences before
making a final decision.
Activity

Spelling rule this week: words ending in -able

Thursday
Teaching
Re-read the information about your spelling rule this week. Explain the spelling rule to somebody at
home.
Use the spelling cards below to test yourself with the spelling rule. Sort the words into hardest to spell on
the bottom of the pile and easiest to spell on the top. Then ask someone at home to read out the spelling
and you write it down. Look at the spelling and mark your answer. Correct it if you have spelt it
incorrectly.
Activity

Spelling rule this week: words ending in -able

Friday
Teaching
These are tricky words that do not follow a rule. Practise spelling these words at home. You can try writing them
in different coloured pens or pencils, pyramid spellings, make a wordsearch or using mnemonics.

Activity

Learn these and complete a spelling test at the end of the week. Ask someone
at home to test you. Send a photo of your results!
interfere
interrupt
language
leisure
lightning
language

